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Cal. Civ. Proc. Code $ 1032

I.

INTRODUCTION
This appeal arises from

a

judgment following a successful jury trial

in favor of Plaintiff Storix, Inc. ("Storix") and Cross-Defendants

David

Huffman, Richard Turner, Manuel Altamirano, David Kinney, and David

Smiljkovich, (collectively, "Respondents") as against Appellant,
Defendant, and Cross-Claimant Anthony Johnson ("Johnson").1 This
appeal also arises from orders denying Johnson's Motion for Judgment
notwithstanding the Verdict, granting Respondents' successful anti-SLAPP

Motion for Release of Bond, and granting Respondents' costs as

the

prevailing party.

II.

STATEMENT OF THE CASE
Storix is a business that develops and sells a software product called

,,System Backup Administrator" or "SBAdmin." (8 RT 807'808.) Johnson

founded and incorporated Storix

in 2003, (10 RT 1244.) SBAdmin is

Storix's sole product. (S RT 807.) In 2011, in response to a serious

medical issue, Johnson transferred operations and

management

responsibilities, as well as 60Yo of Storix, to Respondents David Huffman,

Richard Turner, Manuel Altamirano, and David Kinney, which was
conditioned upon these Respondents remaining with Storix for two years.

(8 RT 813-815; 825.) As a result of the serious medical issue, Johnson
stepped away from his involvement in Storix. (8 RT 752.)

r This Respondents'

Brief is filed on behalf of Respondents David

Huffman, Richard Turner, Manuel Altamirano, David Kinney, and David
Smiljkovich. This Respondents' Brief is intended to address issues raised in
Johnson's Opening Brief unique to these Respondents. Storix will also file
its own Respondent's Brief addressing those issues unique to the company.
7
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motion and corresponding motion for attorneys' fees, denying Johnson's

ln

2013, Johnson's serious health crisis unexpectedly resolved and

he recommenced work as an employee at Storix, albeit working on an ad
hoc basis. (8 RT 755.) Upon his return, Johnson's inability to cope with

not being the head of Storix ultimately resulted in his resignation in May
2014, although he maintained his 40% ownership interest. (8 RT 742.)
Johnson then embarked on a litigation campaign against Storix and

Respondents, which was initiated

in August 2014 by

Johnson

filing

a

copyright infringement lawsuit against Storix in the U,S. District Court for

unanimous

jury retumed a verdict in favor of Storix and

against Johnson.

(rd)
While the copyright infringement matter was pending,

Johnson

elected himself as well as fellow shareholder, Robin Sassi2, to the board

Storix. (9 RT 908.) In direct contravention of his fiduciary
Storix, Johnson subsequently incorporated

a

of

duties to

company named Janstor

Technologies to compete with Storix. (10 RT 1220-122L) In response,

Storix filed a complaint against Johnson for breach of fiduciary duty.

CT 49.)

Johnson responded

(1

to Storix's complaint by filing a Cross-

Complaint against Respondents for breach

of fiduciary duty, fraud,

and

conspiracy. (3 CT 585.) Johnson's claims in his Cross-Complaint were
based on Respondents' protected petitioning activity

in that they

caused

Storix to file the claim for breach of fiduciary duty against Johnson arising

from his standing up a competing business as a director of Storix, (Ibid.)

As a result, the claims triggered an anti-SLAPP motion that was partially
2 Robin Sassi was Respondent David Huffman's ex-wife who
obtained approximately 8Yo of Storix shares in the divorce. (l I RT 1450.)
8
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the Southern District of California. (S RT 743.) In Decembet 2015, a

successful in striking allegations of protected petitioning activity supporting

Johnson's claims.

(5 CT 1289.) In February 2018, the Storix suit

and

Johnson's Cross-Complaint were tried to a jury, which returned a verdict in

favor of Plaintiff Storix and Cross-DefendantslRespondents. (11 CT 3053;

l3 CT 3368.) Johnson

has appealed this verdict.

Consolidated with the lawsuit tried

to a jury was a

shareholder

derivative action filed by Johnson and Robin Sassi in October 2015 with

the operative pleading being a first amended derivative complaint filed in

April 2018, (13 CT 3376-3377; 33S0.) On the first day of the bench trial,
Johnson was dismissed for lack

of standing as an inadequate

shareholder

derivative plaintiff due to the verdict returned against him in the jury trial.

(13 CT 3381.) The bench trial proceeded with Robin Sassi as the
shareholder derivative

plaintiff. (Id.) In April

sole

2018, the Hon. Kevin A.

Enright found in favor of Respondents on all four causes of action. (13 CT

3380.) Johnson is not appealing the judgment rendered in the derivative
lawsuit but is appealing post-trial proceedings involving the Cal. Corp.
Code g 800 bond Johnson and Robin Sassi voluntarily posted to avoid law
and motion practice. (Appellant's Opening Brief ("AOB''), pp. 14-15.)

III.

LEGAL ARGUMENT

A.

The Trial Court Properly Granted Respondents' AntiSLAPP Motion

An appellate court reviews an order granting an anti-SLAPP motion
under a de novo standard. Soukup v. Law Office of Herbert Hafif, 39 Cal.

App. 4tn 260, 269, fn. 3 (2006). Applying the de novo standard to the
appellate court's review requires this Court to employ the same two-prong
analysis under the anti-SLAPP statute to determine whether the trial court
9
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June 2016. (3 CT 608.) The derivative lawsuit was tried to the bench in

properly granted the motion, Mendoza v. ADP Screening

& Selection

services, Inc., 182 Cal. App. 4,n 1644, 1652 (2010). Under the first prong

of the anti-SLAPP

analysis, the moving defendant bears the burden of

"identiffing all allegations of protected activity, and the claims for relief
support by them." Baral v. Schnitt, 1 Cal. sth 376, 396 (2016).

If the trial

court determines "relief is sought based on allegations arising from activity

protected

by the statute," then the 'oburden shifts to the plaintiff

to

demonstrate that each challenged claim based on protected activity is

Ibid.

The trial court

correctly found Johnson's Cross-Complaint arose from Respondents'
exercise

of their right of petition and Johnson's claims were barred by

California Civil Code $ a7@)(2). (5 CT 1289.)

1.

Prong 1: The claim of illegal activity was not raised
in the Trial Court proceedings

The Opening Brief raises for the first time on appeal the issue of
Respondents' acts constituting illegal activity not entitled to Constitutional

protection. (AOB p.

40,) It is well

established that appellate courts

will

ordinarily not consider errors that "could have been, but were not raised
below." Findleton v, Coyote Valley Band of Pomo Indians, 27 CaL App.

5tn

565, 569 (2018) citing In re Marriage of Falcone, 164 Cal.App.4th 814,

826 (2008). Johnson's claim the trial court erred by "transform[ing] an
asserted claim

of illegal activity into one of protected activity" is an issue

that could have been raised below but was not. (AOB

p.41.)

The Court

therefore need not consider this alleged error.

In his opposition to

Respondents' anti-SLAPP motion, Johnson

asserts his claims did not arise from Respondents' petitioning activities but

merely evidence Respondents' mismanagement
10
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legally sufficient and factually substantiated."

Johnson.

(4 CT 905-906.) Johnson never asserted in the trial

court

proceeding that Respondents' actions constituted illegal activity. Rather,
Johnson took the position the allegations

of filing a lawsuit

without

authoization and defending a lawsuit that was not authorized evidenced
Respondents' failure to adhere to corporate formalities and mismanagement

of the company. (4 CT 905.) While such allegations may constitute
wrong suffered by a claimant to which relief may be granted, these

a

acts

were not, and Johnsons did not allege they were, illegal as a matter of law.

construed 'oto mean criminal, and
Mendoza v. ADP Screening

not merely violative of a

& Selection Services, Inc.,

statute."

182 Cal. App. 4th

1644,1654 (2010). This distinction, however, is lost on Johnson who now
asserts, for the first time, Respondents' petitioning activities were illegal as

a matter of law and therefore not entitled to Constitutional protection. As

an issue not raised below, the Court should refrain from entertaining new
arguments that should have been raised before the trial court.

if the Court were to consider Johnson's new argument,
Johnson failed to identiff andlor allege any criminal conduct of
Even

Respondents' falling outside the protections of the Constitution. In the
Opening Brief, Johnson asserts it was error to strike allegations of protected

petitioning activity because the trial court discounted the phrases "without
approval" and 'onot authorized by Storix," which Johnson asserts would
have elevated his claims to that
gravamen

of illegal activity. (AoB, p. 41.)

The

of Johnson's claim, however, is the filing and defending of

a

lawsuit, which is a protected activity, and Johnson fails to provide the Court

with any authority for his proposition that an allegedly unauthorized filing
and defense

of a lawsuit is illegal activity outside the protections of the
11
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Illegal activity in the context of Cal. Civ. Proc. Code S 425.16 has been

Constitution. Moreover, Johnson has not cited to any portion of the record
wherein he alleged Respondents' committed criminal acts not entitled to
Constitutional protection. Because no illegal activity has been identified or
alleged, the trial court did not err in striking allegations of Respondents'

petitioning activities supporting Johnsons' claims for relief in his CrossComplaint.

2.

Prong 1: The Triat Court correctly

found

Johnson's claims arose from protected activities

Complaint triggered the anti-SLAPP statute because the allegations were
based on Respondents' petitioning

was not

in

activity. (5 CT 1289.) This finding

error aS Johnson's Cross-Complaint expressly

Respondents wrongly caused Storix to

asserted

file a lawsuit against Johnson. (3

CT 585.) But the filing of a lawsuit is enumerated as one of four
protected activities under the anti-SLAPP statute. See Cal. Civ' Proc.
Code S 425.16(eXl) ("any written or oral statement or writing made

before

a ... judicial proceeding, or

authorized by

afry other official proceeding

law.") And courts have consistently held the filing of a

lawsuit qualifies as petitioning activity under the anti-SLAPP statute.

See

Philipson & Simon v. Gulsvig, 154 CaL App. 4tn 347,358 (2007)'

The explicit allegations of Johnson's Cross-Complaint leave no
doubt they are directed to the filing of a lawsuit. (3 CT 585.) Each of
Johnson's claims allege Respondents were liable because they wrongfully
caused Storix to sue Johnson. (3

CT 595-597.) These allegations were

not merely "evidence" supporting Johnson's claim, but a key reason why
Johnson alleges liability arose

in the first place. Accordingly, the trial

12
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The allegations struck by the trial court from Johnson's Cross-

court properly found the first prong of the anti-SLAPP analysis was
satisfied.
3.

Prong 2: The Litigation Privilege is an absolute
defense to Johnson's claims

Because Cross-Defendants demonstrated Johnson's CrossComplaint was based on activity protected under the anti-SLAPP statute,

the burden shifted to Johnson to establish there was a probability
would prevail on his claims. see

cal civ,

he

Proc. code $ 425.16(bX1).

the trial court did not err

in

striking Johnson's claims based on

Respondents' protected petitioning activity.

The litigation privilege applies to any communication (1) made in

judicial or quasi-judicial proceedings; (2) by litigants or other participants
authorized by law; (3) to achieve the objects of the litigation; and (4) that

have some connection or logical relation to the action. Silberg
Anderson, 50 Cal. 3d. 205,212 (1990). The

v.

"filing of a complaint or

petition is in itself a publication which is privileged because it is required
by law to initiate the judicial proceeding." Albertson v. Rabffi 46 Cal.2d
375, 381 (1956). The purpose of the litigation privilege is "to afford

litigants and witnesses free access to the courts without fear of being
harassed subsequently
channels

by derivative tort actions, to

of communication and zealous advocacy, to promote complete

and truthful testimony,
unending

encourage open

to give finality to judgments, and to

litigation." Silberg, 50 Cal. 3d. at 213-214. "To

avoid

effectuate

these purposes, the litigation privilege is absolute and applies regardless

of malice." Id. atpp.215-216.
13
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Due to the absolute defense provided by the litigation privilege, however,

Here, Johnson asserts the trial court "conflated the fwo prongs of

the [anti-SLAPP] analysis in finding that the existence of petitioning
activity instantly defeats the probability of success since such activity is,

by definition, protected by litigation privilege." (AOB, p. 42.)

The

litigation privilege, however, is relevant to the second step of the antiSLAPP analysis because it is a defense plaintiff must overcome to
demonstrate a probability of prevailing. See e,g. Kashian v, Harriman, 98
4th 892, 926-927

(2002). Because the trial court found

the

litigation privilege applied, Johnson necessarily could not establish

a

probability of prevailing.
Moreover, Johnson's argument that the filing of the lawsuit was

not authorized is equally unavailing to the second prong of the antiSLAPP analysis. (AOB,

p. 43.) To overcome the absolute bar of the

litigation privilege, Johnson was required to demonstrate the acts of
Respondents were noncommunicative, unprivileged acts. See Rusheen v.

cohen, 37 cal. 4th 1048, 1058 (2006). But the filing of a lawsuit is
absolutely privileged and has consistently been held to be subject to the

litigation privilege. Albertsonv, Raboffi 46 Ca1.2d375,381 (1956). As

a

result, Johnson could not have carried his burden to demonstrate

a

probability of prevailing on his claims, which were struck by the trial
court as Respondents' protected petitioning activity.

B.

Respondents Were Entitled to an Award of Attorneys'
Fees

for Their Successful Anti-SLAPP Motion

Cal. Civ. Proc. Code $ 425.16(c) states in part that a "prevailing
defendant on a special motion to strike shall be entitled to recover his or her

attorney's fees and costs." Because the trial court granted Respondents'

14
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cal. App.

anti-SLAPP motion, they were entitled to their reasonable attorneys' fees.

(s cr r28e.)
Johnson's opposition
asserted

two

reasons

to Respondents' motion for attorneys'

why the motion should be denied:

"(l)

fees

Cross-

Defendants did not prevail on their anti-SLAPP motion, and (2) the amount

of attorney fees requested is unreasonable under the circumstances." (6 CT

1466) The trial court

agreed

with the alternative amount suggested by

Johnson and reduced the amount requested by Respondents to $29,884.15,

anti-SLAPP motion. (6 CT 1472;1486.)

Now on appeal, Johnson is arguing the following issues for the first

time: 1) striking the allegations had no practical effect; 2) Respondents

no expenses; and 3) Respondents anti-SLAPP motion was
frivolous and intended to cause unnecessary delay.3 (AOB, p. 44.)

incurred

Because each

of

these issues

is now being raised for the first time on

appeal, these arguments were waived and should not be considered by the

Court.

"An appellant must provide an argument and legal authority to
support his contentions. This burden requires more than a mere
assertion that the judgment is wrong. 'Issues do not have a

life of

their own: If they are not raised or supported by argument or citation

to authority, [they are] ... waived.' It is not our place to construct
theories

or

arguments

to undermine the judgment and defeat the

The second and third issues are the issues Johnson relies on to
support a reversal of the award for attorneys' fees and justiffing an award
to Johnson. (AOB, p. 45.)
3

15
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which reflected adjustments of 50% based on the limited success of the

presumption of conectness, When an appellant fails to raise a point,

or asserts it but fails to support it with

reasoned argument and

citations to authority, we treat the point as waived."

Dietz v. Meisenheimer

& Herron, 177 Cal. App.

4tn 771, 799 (2009)

(citations omitted) citing Benach v. County of Los Angeles, 149 Cal. App.
4th

836,852 (2007).

The Opening Brief does not cite to any portion of the record or
ruling of the trial court supporting Johnson's new contentions relevant to

for attorneys' fees. Johnson does not, and cannot,

direct the Court's attention to that portion of the record reflecting where his
issues raised on appeal were presented

to and ruled on by the trial court.

"When an appellant's brief makes no reference to the pages of the record
where a point can be found, an appellate court need not search through the

record in an effort to discover the point purportedly made. We can simply
deem the contention to lack foundation and, thus, to be forfeited." Dietz v,

Meisenheimer

& Herron,

177 Cal. App. 4tn 771, 800 (2009). Johnson's

failure to cite to the record and support his contentions with reasoned
argument arc fatal to his appeal of this issue. Johnson's new issues raised

for the first time on appeal should be disregarded.
Even

if

the new issues raised by Johnson were not waived, the trial

court agreed with the reduction proposed by Johnson and considered on its
own the relevant authority for its ruling. (6 CT 1486.) The trial court ruled
that Johnson was entitled to a reduction in light of the holding in Moran
Endres, 135 Cal. App.

4*

v.

952 (2006), which Johnson now cites on appeal

as supporting his argument that Respondents' partially successful anti-

SLAPP motion was

of no practical

effect. But Moran

is

easily

distinguishable from the instant case as only the civil conspiracy claim in
16
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Respondents' motion

Moran was subject to the special motion to

cal. App.

4th

strike. Moran v. Endres, 135

952, 954 (2006). Thus, in Moran, the court determined the

striking of a civil conspiracy claim accomplished nothing as the effect on
the complaint was insignificant.
conspiracy claim

Ibid. This makes

is not an independent

aause

sense because a civil

of action as it

imposes

liability in the nature of vicarious liability. Berg & Berg Enterprises, LLC
v. Sherwood Partners, Inc., 131 Cal. App. 4tn 802,823 (2005). In contrast,
Respondents' partially successful anti-SLAPP motion removed claims on

from

protected petitioning activity. (5 CT 1259) See Baralv. Schnitt, 1 Cal.

5th

376,396 (2016) ("Allegations of protected activity supporting the stricken
claim are eliminated from the complaint, unless they also support a distinct

claim on which the plaintiff has shown a probability of prevailing.").
Given the ruling in Boral, Respondents achieved a significant victory by
narrowing and focusing Johnson's claims to those supported by unprotected

activity. Thus, the trial court correctly awarded Respondents' attorneys'
fees based on their partially successful anti-SLAPP motion.

C. Johnson Suffered no Actual Prejudice from

the

Commission or Omission of Jury Instructions
Challenges to

jury instructions are subject to a de novo standard of

review. Cristler v. Express Messenger Systems, Inc., L71 Cal. App.4th72,
82

(2009). "A judgment may not be reversed for instructional error in a

civil

case 'unless, after an examination of the entire cause, including the

evidence, the court shall be of the opinion that the error complained of has
resulted in a miscarriage ofjustice."' Soule v. General Motors Corp., 8 Cal.

4th 548, 580 (1994). The appellant has the burden of affirmatively
demonstrating prejudicial error. Pool v. City of Oakland, 42 Cal. 3d 1051,

l7
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all three causes of action in Johnson's Cross-Complaint arising

1069 (1986). "Instructional error in a

civil

case is prejudicial 'where it

seems probable' that the error 'prejudicially affected the verdict."' Ibid.

"[W]hen deciding whether an effor

of

instructional omission was

prejudicial, the court must also evaluate (1) the state of the evidence, (2) the

effect of other instructions, (3) the effect of counsel's arguments, and (4)
any indications by the jury itself that it was misled." Id.

at"

580

-

581.

Johnson failed to carry his burden by demonstrating actual prejudice
based on instructional

enor. The Opening Brief s core argument in support

instructions given and those refused. (AOB, p.

50.) Thus' there are two

components to Johnson's argument. First, in the context of the instructions

given, Johnson asserts the jury was misled by being instructed as to
Respondents' affirmative defenses. (AOB,

p. 52.) And

second,

in the

context of instructions not given, there are two errors Johnson points to:
the

1)

jury should have been instructed on non-binding authority that a 40%o

shareholder of a closely-held company cannot give up a right to continued

and future employment; and 2) the jury instruction given on the business
judgment rule should have included the refused duplicative and superfluous
language. (1d., pp.

47

,

49

.) An examination of the evidence and argument

of counsel below, however, demonstrate no prejudice to Johnson.

1.

California

law on at will

employment was

applicable to Johnson's theories
As phrased by Johnson in the Opening Brief, the Cross'Complaint's
'obreach

of

fiduciary duty and fraud claims were dependent on the

underlying factual issue of whether Johnson had a reasonable expectation

of a position in the company." (AOB, p. 51.) A key issue in the jury trial

was whether Respondents breached their fiduciary duty by refusing
18
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of alleged prejudice is described as the combined effects of specific jury

Johnson a position at Storix, which Johnson testified he was entitled to as a

40Yo shareholder. (12

RT 1674) The evidence Johnson presented at trial

and arguments of his counsel were aimed at developing this theory. For
example, in closing, Johnson's counsel argued "Mr. Johnson

-

he expected

- he trusted them that he would have some role in the company." (17 RT
2894:8-10.) But this evidence and argument was necessarily rebutted by
Respondents in defense of Johnson's claims. Respondents presented their

own evidence and requested jury instructions with applicable California
issue

culminated in the proposed and given At Will Employment instruction.

The At Will Employment instruction became relevant because
Johnson admitted under oath he was

a Storix

employee without an

employment contract. (12 RT 1592-93:28-2;16 RT 2746:21-23.) Thus, he

was an at-will employee who could be terminated by the company's CEO,

David Huffman. (8 RT 799:S-12.)

It is incumbent

upon a i.rial court to

"instruct on the law applicable to the facts developed by the evidence and
every reasonable theory that the evidence supports." Veronese v. Lucasfilm

Ltd., 212 Cal. App. 4,h l, 28 (2012). The trial court was obligated to
instruct the

jury as to

applicable legal authority regarding Johnson's

entitlement and continued employment at Storix. Johnson's argument that
the

jury instruction "At Will Employment" was improper because Johnson

did not assert a wrongful termination claim is therefore without merit.
(AOB, p.46.)
The
as part

At Will Employment instruction

was proper, Johnson claimed

of the jury trial that he was ousted from the company. (12 RT

1673:18-20.) In response, the Respondents argued, among other things,
that Johnson was an at-will employee whom Respondent Huffman could
19
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law in support of their position. Respondents' evidence on this

fne at any time. (16 RT 2746.) Because Huffman, under California law,
was entitled to fire Johnson, Respondents position throughout the trial was
that Johnson's claim they breached their duties to him by ousting him as an

employee lacked merit.

(Ibid.) The At Will Employment instruction

was

nothing more than a correct statement of California law regarding what it
means

to be an at-will employee

necessitated

by Johnson's

theory

supporting his Cross-Complaint that as a 40o/o shareholder he was entitled

to employment with Storix. Johnson does not demonstrate how giving

an

trial was prejudicial.

In light of this, Johnson has not demonstrated how this instruction
constituted e(ror, or how it prejudiced the outcome especially since this jury

instruction was an accurate recitation of California law relevant to rebut
Johnson's claims.

2.

Respondents

were entitled to present the

affirmative defense of waiver

A

nuance to Johnson's argument that the giving of

on Respondents' affirmative
assertion

thf

defenses misled the

jury instructions

jury, is

Johnson's

aright to future employment cannot be waived. (AOB, p.47.)

Without a citation to applicable authority and no argument to develop this
assertion, Johnson concludes there are no circumstances by which a 40Yo

owner in a closely-held corporation could give up a right to future
employment. (AOB, p, 47; Dabney v. Dabney, 104 Cal.App.4th 379,384

(2002): "We need not consider an argument for which no authority is

furnished.") By this rationale, no actions by an employee, whether by
resignation or termination, who is also a shareholder in a corporation could

result in an actual loss of employment. But his conclusory statement does
20
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instruction on applicable legal principles necessitated by facts developed at

not begin to address the prejudice Johnson suffered by the Affirmative
Defense

-

Waiver instruction. Johnson's failure to coherently articulate the

prejudice suffered as a result of the Affirmative Defense

-

Waiver is fatal to

this issue on appeal. Although Johnson has failed to meet his burden, the
Affirmative Defense

- Waiver instruction was still proper.

The Affirmative Defense

-

Waiver instruction was

instruction on an applicable affirmative defense

to

a

proper

Johnson's claim he

could not give up a right to employment in California. (AOB, p, 47.)

from Storix and therefore Respondents were entitled to an instruction on
the valid affirmative defense of waiver. (12 RT 1584:24-25.) One who
voluntarily gives up a right by definition has waived that right. As a result,
even

if he had been entitled to a job at the company,

the Respondents were

entitled to argue he waived that right by resigning. Johnson has not
demonstrated this was effor.

3.

Johnson's proposed Fiduciary Duty explained
instruction was not based on controlling California
authority

The Opening Brief asserts it was error to omit Johnson's proposed
instruction "4100 'Fiduciary Duty' Explained," which contained language

that a majority shareholder may breach a fiduciary duty by denying

minority shareholder a position

in the company

shareholder has a reasonable expectation

a

when that minority

of employment. (AOB, p. 48.)

Johnson's authority for this language in the instruction was derived from
decisions of courts in Massachusetts and Idaho, (11 CT 3032'33; AOB' p.

48, Mot. to Augment, attachment 1.) As a preliminary matter, out-of-state

authority

is not-binding on California courts but may be considered
2l
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Johnson admitted during his testimony that he resigned his employment

persuasive authority. Bowen v. Ziasun Technologies, Inc., 116 Cal. App.

4tn

777, 786 (2004). As non-binding, persuasive authority, the out-of-state
authority cited by Johnson does not reflect the law of California and
therefore was not proper for inclusion

in

jury instruction,

a

Veronese v.

Lucasfilm Ltd., 212 cal. App. th l, 2S (2012) (the trial court has a duty to
instruct the jury on controlling legal principles). Omission of this language
was proper.

Johnson waived

his objection to the "4100 'Fiduciary

Duty'

will ordinarily not consider

procedural defects or eroneous rulings, in

connection with relief sought

or

defenses asserted, where an objection

could have been but was not presented to the lower court by

some

appropriate method." Doers v. Golden Gate Bridge etc. Dist., 23 Cal3d
180, 184-185, fn.

order

to

I (1979). Johnson

provide

a

admits he withdrew the instruction in

special instruction titled, "Majority Shareholder

Fiduciary Duties," (13 CT 3413:21-22.) After withdrawing the proposed
"4100 'Fiduciary Duty' Explained" instruction, Johnson's counsel prepared

the special instruction "Majority
presented

Shareholder Fiduciary Duties" and

it to the trial court and all counsel, which was accepted

modified. (17 RT

2507)

as

Thus, by withdrawing the proposed "4100

'Fiduciary Duty' Explained" instruction

in favor of a new special

instruction, Johnson waived his objection and cannot assert it on appeal.
Even

by

if

Johnson did not waive his objection, the language proposed

Johnson and the non-binding authority he cited

in

support

of

this

language did not stand for the proposition Johnson was asserting at trial.
Johnson testified that as a 40Yo shareholder

in Storix he was entitled

to

employmenl. (12 RT 1674.) But Johnson presented no authority for this
22
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Explained" instruction and cannot assert it on appeal. "An appellate court

claim. And the authority he did cite does not stand for that proposition. On

the contrary, the court in McCann v. McCann, 152 Idaho 809 (2012),
expicitly stated a shareholder is not entitled to corporate employment.
McCann v. McCann,l1} Idaho 809, 817 (2012). Similarly, l'frilkes

v.

Springside l,{ursing Home, lnc.,370 Mass. 542 (1976) did not affirmatively

state that

a shareholder is entitled to employment based solely on

ownership in the company. Rather, the facts

of

his

Wilkes are distinguishable

from Johnson's position because the shareholders in that case had a long-

the corporation was part of the deal, Wilkes v. Springside Nursing Home,

lnc.,370 Mass. 842,853 (1976). The fallacy in Johnson's argument based
on the Wilkes decision is his conflating the courts discussion related to
minority oppression with an unsupported right to employment. The latter is
not a right associated with stock ownership in California or Massachusetts
and exclusion of this language from the jury instructions was not in error.

4,

Superfluous language

in the proposed

Business

Judgment Rule instruction was properly omitted
The Opening Brief asserts
language

in

it was error to omit Johnson's

instruction "special Instruction No.

Rule." (AOB,

p. 49.)

Johnson requested the

2:

proposed

Business Judgment

trial court accept the

duplicative language, "in their capacity as directors," to clariff the business
judgment rule applies to directors only and not officers. (17 RT 2796.) But
the "special Instruction No. 2: Business Judgment Rule" given was taken

directly from Katz v. Chevron Corp., 22 CaL App.
makes it clear the rule

4*

1352 (1994) and

is a presumption applicable to "directors of

a

corporation." Katz v. Chevron corp.,22 ca| App. 4'n 1352, 1366 (1994).
Moreover, the trial court considered Johnson's language and stated the
23
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standing policy that stockholders would be directors and employment with

proposed language was o'redundant because fthe instruction

is]

clearly

talking about the directors of the corporation." (17 RT 2796:11-13.) The

trial court's decision to omit Johnson's proposed
because

jury instructions "should

state rules

language was correct

of law in general terms

should not be calculated to amount to an argument to the

and

jury in the guise

of a statement of law," Fibreboord Paper Products Corp. v. East Bay
(Jnion of Machinists,22T Cal. App, 2d675,718 (1964). It is "proper to
refuse, instructions that unduly overemphasize issues, theories, or defenses

although the instruction may be a legal proposition." Ibid. There can be no

prejudicial error, nor does Johnson identifu ort!, excluding language
repetitive of the correct statement of law set forth in "Special Instruction
No. 2: Business Judgment Rule."
Johnson, however, asserts the superfluous language is necessary to

rebut testimony of Respondents' corporate governance expert. (AOB, pp.

49-50.) But the Opening Brief concedes the testimony of

Respondents'

corporate governance expert was unrebutted. (Ibid.) Johnson, however, had

an opportunity to designate a proper rebuttal corporate governance expert

but chose not

to. (8 CT 1976.) Instead, Johnson designated himself as his

rebuttal expert. (Ibid.) And because Johnson did not have any training or
education on corporate governance issues, he did not oppose Respondents'

motion in limine to exclude his testimony on corporate governance issues.
(6 RT 660.) By not opposing Respondents' motion in limine on this issue
and accepting the trial court's ruling, Johnson has waived any argument on
appeal regarding proposed

jury instruction language allegedly

rebuttal of Respondents' corporate governance expert.

24
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either by repetition or singling them out or making them unduly prominent

D.

The Denial of Johnsonos Motion for Release of Bond and
the subsequent Award of Attorneyso Fees to Respondents

from the Bond was Correct
The Opening Brief appeals the order denying release of Cal. Corp.

Code

$ 800 bond to

Johnson and the order on Respondents' motion

awarding Respondents' attorneys' fees secured by the
asserts the

bond.

Johnson

trial court erred because the purpose of the bond was abandoned,

and the bond was no longer in force and effect. (AOB, p. 54')

The purpose ofthe bond was not abandoned

The purpose for Johnson's bond was not abandoned. The purpose

of

a bond under Corporations Code section 800 is to provide a safeguard to

protect companies from unmeritorious derivative claims. See Donner
Management Co. v. Schaffer, 142 Cal. App. 4th 1296 (2006), Johnson
claims the trial court's ruling he lacked standing means the purpose for his
bond was abandoned, and the bond is no longer in force and effect. (AOB,

p. 54.) In other words, Johnson asserts he had no standing as a derivative

plaintiff prior to his voluntarily posting the bond. (Ibid.) As a result,
Johnson believes the "bond cannot be enforced against Sassi because
Johnson is the only bond principal."

(lbid.) The fact

Johnson was found to

lack standing, however, does not mean he "was never a plaintiff." On the

contrary, the Judgment appropriately lists Johnson as a plaintiff

in the

derivative suit and states that judgment is entered against Johnson and Sassi
on the derivative claims. (13 CT 3376-3377; 33Sa.) Johnson was therefore

not entitled to an order releasing the bond based on his faulty assertion the
purpose of the bond was abandoned.

Johnson also cites to no authority for his position a Cal. Corp. Code

$ 800 bond cannot be enforced against one derivative plaintiff when

2058351v.1
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second derivative plaintiff is dismissed for lack

of standing. In fact, the

lack of authority for Johnson's position was cited by the trial court when it
denied Johnson's request for release of the bond. (14 CT 3821.) The trial

court correctly found the presence of the remaining plaintiff shareholder to
prosecute the derivative claims affirmatively rebuts Johnson's claim the

pu{pose of the bond was abandoned. (14 CT 3821.) Without relevant

authority or argument based on that authority to support his position,
Johnson's contention is foreclosed on appeal. See Dietz v. Meisenheimer &

2.

4tn

771,799 (2009).

Respondents were prevailing parties entitled to

statutory attorneys' fees
Johnson asserts for the first time on appeal Respondents were not the

prevailing party in the derivative lawsuit and therefore not entitled to
award of attorneys' fees secured by a bond. (AOB, p.

an

55.) In the context

of an attorney fees statute, prevailing party status is determined by the trial
court "based on whether a party prevailed on a practical level." Donner

v. Schaffer, 142 Cal. App. 4th 1296, 1310 (2006)
(citations and internal quotes omitted). A defendant who prevails in a
derivative suit is entitled to reimbursement for attorneys' fees with a

Management Co.

$50,000 cap on the amount that can be recovered. Id. at 1304. As a result

of their

suecess

in the derivative matler, Respondents properly filed

a

motion for an award of attorneys' fees secured by the derivative plaintiffs'
Cal. Corp. Code $ 800 bond. (14 CT 3826.) Johnson attacks Respondents
award of attorneys' fees from the bond because, as he asserts, Respondents

were not the prevailing party. (AOB, p.
being raised for the first time on appeal.

26
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Herron, 177 Cal. App.

In opposition to Respondents' motion for attorneys' fees,

Johnson

argued, principally, Respondents were not entitled to attorneys' fees they

never incurred. (14 CT 3871.) Johnson never argued Respondents' were

not the prevailing parties and therefore not entitled to their statutorily
prescribed attorneys' fees. (14

CT 3869,) On the contrary,

Johnson

conceded in his opposition to Respondents' motion for attorneys' fees that
Respondents were the prevailing party. (14 CT 3872.) Johnson cannot take

the opposite position on appeal and has once again fallen prey to a maxim
issues not raised

in the trial court are waived.

Dietz v. Meisenheimer & Herron, 177 Cal, App.
Whether waived or not, the judgment

4rh

See

771,799 (2009).

is clear Respondents

were

prevailing parties in the derivative action and therefore entitled to costs and

statutorily prescribed attorneys' fees. (13 CT 3368.) Johnson's argument

on appeal that Respondents were not prevailing parties is based on

an

unsupported claim the derivative plaintiffs were in fact the prevailing party
because they obtained a net monetary recovery. (AOB,

p. 55.) Johnson's

basis for this assertion is the return of $2000 to Storix "and other relief in

excess

of

$150,000

to date by having Smiljkovich removed from

company." (AOB, p. 55.) Neither the $2000 nor the $150,000

the
was

awarded to the derivative plaintiffs on the derivative claims. (13 CT 3377-

3378.) Instead, the trial court found that plaintiff had failed to meet
burden

the

of proof on all four causes of action in the First Amended

Derivative Complaint and therefore found in favor of Respondents and
against

plaintiff. (Ibid) Without a judgment awarding the derivative

plaintiffs an award, Johnson has no basis to assert prevailing party status
based on a non-existent net monetary recovery. Respondents were properly

awarded their statutorily prescribed attorneys' fees secured by a bond.
27
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of appellate review -

3.

Respondents incurred costs and fees

in defense of

the derivative action
The Opening Brief asserts, without authority, Respondents were not
entitled to their reasonable attorneys' fees secured by the Cal. Corp. Code

$

800(c) bond because they incurred no fees by seeking advancement of fees
and indemnification pursuant to Cal. Corp. Code $ 317(c)

55,

56.)

& (0. (AOB,

p.

Rather than provide the Court with authority substantiating his

position, Johnson simply concludes there "is no authority providing

a

agent' thereafter incurs no 'actual' expenses." (AOB, p. 56.) A prevailing
party, however, is entitled to an award

of attorneys'

fees even

if

a third

party is providing for the defense. Staples v. Hoe/ke, 189 Cal. App. 3d.
1397, 1409-1410 (19S9), As a result, Johnson's unsupported, conclusory
statement is insufficient to support Johnson's assertion on appeal as there is

contrary authority for his position.

E.

Respondents as Prevailing Parties Were Entitled to Their
Costs

The Opening Brief seeks to appeal the order awarding Respondents
their costs as prevailing party in the underlying consolidated action. (AOB,

p. 14, 15.) Preliminarily,
Respondents

Respondents note the order awarding costs to

is not part of the record. "If a judgment or order is

appealable, aggrieved parties must file a timely appeal or forever lose the
opportunity to obtain appellate review." Eisenberg , Howitz & Wiener , Cal.
Practice Guide, Civil Appeals and Writs (Rutter 2019) (Eisenberg), $ 2.13,

citing Code Civ. Proc. $ 906

and

Kinoshita v. Horio, 186 Cal. App. 3d 959,

967 (1986) (emphasis original).

A

postjudgment order which awards or

denies costs or attorney's fees is separately appealable. Eisenberg, $ 2:156,
28
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Section 800 bond to a defendant after he invoked Section 317 since'the

p.242;

Citizens Against Rent Control v. City of Berkeley, 181 Cal. App'

3d 213, 223 (1956); Rich v. City of Benicia, 98 Cal. App. 3d 428, 432
(1979); Code Civ. Proc. $ 904.1, subd. (b)), and

if no appeal

is taken from

such an order, the appellate court has no jurisdiction to review it. Hardin v.

Elvitslry, 232 CaL App.2d357(1965). Rather, the order that Johnson seeks
to appeal is only a tentative order denying Johnson's motion to tax or strike
Respondents' memorandum

of costs issued by the trial court prior to

the

hearing on Johnson's motion. (AOB, p. 14, RJN,F;x.2.) Thus, there is no

Court is without jurisdiction to review it.
Even

if

Johnson had included an order upon which an appeal could

be taken, Respondents were the prevailing party in the consolidated action

entitling them to an award of costs,

1.

A statutory award of attorneys' fees does not bar
Respondents' entitlement to costs

A prevailing party's right to recover costs is governed by Cal. Civ.
Proc. Code

$

1032, which provides,

in subdivision (b), that "[e]xcept

as

otherwise expressly provided by statute, a prevailing party is entitled as

matter of right to recover costs

in any action or proceeding." For

a

the

pu{pose of determining entitlement to recover costs, Section 1032 defines

a

prevailing party as including, among others, "a defendant in whose favor

a

dismissal is entered" er a "defendant against those plaintiffs who do not

recover any relief against that defendant." Cal. Civ' Proc. Code

$

1032(il$). Items that are allowable costs under Section 1032 arc set forth
in Section 1033.5 and include attorneys' fees when authorized by contract,
statute, or law. Cal. Civ. Proc. Code $ 1033.5(aX10).

If the items appearing

in a verified memorandum of cost appear to be proper charges, then
29
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underlying order in the record upon which an appeal may be taken and the

memorandum is prima facie evidence the costs "were necessarily incurred

by the defendant and the burden of showing that an item is not properly
chargeable

or is

unreasonable

is upon the objecting party." Nelson

v.

Anderson, T2 Cal.App.4th 111, 131 (1999) (citations omitted).
Johnson had the burden of showing Respondents' items of cost were
unnecessary or unreasonable. See Cal. Rules of Court 3.1700(b)(2)' Rather

than argue the reasonableness or necessity of costs in his Amended Motion

to Tax or Strike Costs, Johnson attempted to satisff this burden by arguing

not entitled to costs associated with their

successful

defense in the derivative action because they were awarded attorneys' fees

to their Motion for Attorneys'

pursuant

s00(d). (AoB, p. 59; RJN, Ex.

l.)

Fees under Cal. Corp. Code

$

Johnson, however, cites to no authority

for this position. Because Johnson's assertion is directly contrary to the
statute governing an award

of

costs, the trial court properly denied his

Amended Motion.
Respondents are the prevailing party and entitled to an award of their
costs. See Cal. Civ. Proc. Code $ 1032(a)(4)

costs

is

attorneys' fees

if

authorized

SL

(b).

by

One item of allowable

statute. See

Id. at

$

1033.5(aXl0XB). Accordingly, the trial Qourt, on January 4, 2019,
pursuant

to Respondents' noticed motion, ruled that Respondents

therefore awarded $50,000.00

in attomey

"are

fees, payable from the bond

posted by Johnson." (14 CT 3915.) Nothing in the trial court's order stated
Respondents were not entitled to their other statutory costs as the prevailing

party.

Because the

trial court's January 4, 2019 order affirmatively

established the Respondents as the prevailing party, they were entitled to a
statutory award of costs. (14 CT 3914.)

30
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Respondents are

On September 12, 2018, the trial court issued its Judgment

on

Consolidated Action Following Trial stating, 'oPlaintiffs Anthony Johnson

and Robin Sassi shall take nothing from Defendants David Huffinan,

Richard Turner, Manuel Altamirano, David Kinney, and David
Smiljkovich, or any of them on the First Amended Derivative Complaint."

(13 CT 3378.) Similarly, the trial court held Respondents were

the

prevailing party in the Derivative Action in its order on Respondents'
Motion for Attorneys' Fees. (14 CT 3914.) Respondents were therefore

relief.

See Cal. Civ.

Proc. Code $ 1032(a)(a). Respondents were entitled as a matter of right to
recover their costs associated with the captioned consolidated actions. See

Id. at $ 1032(b).
Johnson, who was dismissed as

a derivative plaintiff for lack of

standing, cannot argue he obtained a net monetary recovery given the trial

court's rulings as well as the realities

of the underlying

litigation.

Respondents were the prevailing party in the Derivative Action and entitled

to a statutory award of costs.

IV.

CONCLUSION
Johnson had his day in

court. After a jury trial and bench trial, the

trier of fact concluded Johnson had failed to satisff his burden. Dissatisfied

with the result, Johnson appeals and concocts new arguments raised for the
first time on appeal. On that basis alone, the judgments and orders should
be affirmed. But even

if Johnson's new arguments are considered, Johnson

failed to provide the Court with authority and citations to the record to
support his contentions.

The trial court properly found Johnson's claims were directed to
Respondents' protected petitioning activity triggering

3l
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defendants against whom plaintiffs did not recover any

statute. Johnson could not sustain his burden to demonstate a probability

of prevailing because the litigation privilege applied and was an absolute
bar to Johnson's claims, The trial court properly struck allegations of
protected petitioning activity supporting Johnson's

claims.

Because

Respondents' were successful on their anti-SLAPP motion, they were
entitled to an award of attorneys' fees.
Johnson failed to demonstrate prejudicial error in the commission or

jury instructions. The given jury instructions were properly

based on controlling principles

of California law, Accordingly,

Johnson

failed to demonstrate prejudice suffered by the giving of jury instructions
based on controlling principles of law.

As the prevailing party, Respondents were entitled to a statutory
award of attorneys' fees secured by a bond and their costs. Johnson did not

cite to any authority to the contrary. Accordingly, the trial court properly
awarded Respondents' their statutory attorneys' fees and costs.

For all of the foregoing reasons, Respondents respectfully request

the judgments and orders in their favor be affirmed in all

respects.

Respondents request the matter be referred back to the trial court to award

attorneys' fees and costs incurred on appeal.
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